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1. What details about the pioneer movement across North America does the passage include?

a-The way pioneers reached Missouri River town

b-The time of year that pioneers traveled across the continent

c-The importance of sufficient provisions

d-The consequences of not passing through the Rocky Mountains before winter.


2. What details about Victoria C. Woodhull’s life does the lecture include?

a-The U.S. president she ran against

b-Examples of the radical movements she was involved in

c-The name of the journal she established

d-The role she adopted after losing the election


3. Write convergent or divergent beside each statement.

______________This type of thinking systematically seeks an answer.

______________This kind of thinking seeks different avenues of inquiry rather than a particular 
conclusion.

______________Most scientists engage in this kind of thinking.

______________This kind of thinking leads to more creative conclusions.


4. Which of the statements is true:

a-The Boston Tea Party was a party for the tea importers in the colonies.

b-Tea was thrown overboard.

c-The British dressed as Indians.

d-The Americans didn’t like the taxes imposed by the British.

e-This act was a prelude to the American Revolution.


5. Does this student speak for or against doing away with Physical Education classes?


6. Which of the following are reasons she gives?

a-The money saved could be used to update the labs

b-The library could be expanded into the area now used for Physical Education classes.

c-By college, students don’t need Physical Education classes as they can take care of their 
own fitness.

d-These courses prevent students from taking more courses in their major field.


DISCUSSION 
1. A person who quickly zeroes in on a final solution is probably a _______________ thinker. While a 

person who thinks of many possible solutions to a problem is probably a ____________ thinker.  
Which kind of thinker are you?


2. Have you ever been stranded, marooned, abandoned anywhere, even for a short time? Tell about it. 

3. What kind of political action would you be willing to take against authority if you felt your rights were 

in jeopardy?  (voting, organizing a march, standing outside a building shouting slogans and carrying 
signs, boycotting, rioting, phoning government leaders…  What do you think is the most effective 
means of protest?


4. Have you ever marched in a protest? What is a cause you would be willing to march for or against?

5. Are individuals really able to influence government?

6. Do you consider yourself a traditionalist, a progressive or a radical?

7. Are physical education classes required in your country in high school or college?  Do you think 

physical education classes should be required?  What is the benefit of physical education classes?


